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Purpose
This document is designed to instruct machine operators in how to operate the software on the Mango
Automation system:
The ultimate purpose of this document is to provide sufficient information to allow the user and
administrator of the system to operate and maintain the software system. This software and associated
hardware can be fitted to a number of different saws and this manual does not directly relate to any of
those saws.

Description
The MangoTech Automation Application is a tool designed to automate the operation of various saws.
The application provides for the loading and interpretation of customer data files to enable the cutting
and assembly of components into trusses and wall frames used in the building industry.

Man Machine Interface
The MangoTech Automation Application is designed for operation via number keypad (minimal
keyboard), a mouse or a touch screen. Any combination of the three input devices is supported. Where
a keyboard is not available the application provides soft keyboards for numeric and string data entry.

Starting the software
The MangoTech Automation will start automatically when the power for the computer is turned on.
The power switch is on top of the control cabinet that is mounted under the touch screen. This will
provide power to the computer and control system.
The software will start automatically once Windows XP has loaded. You will see the following splash
screen. There are various checks and backups being made during the start up and the status of these
can be seen on the right side and across the bottom of the startup screen
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Diagram 1

Once you have the software started, you need to prepare the machine for operation.

Diagram 2
The first menu item in this menu is Select Machine. This allows you to select any of the valid machine
configurations that may be set up on your machine. There would normally only be one machine to
select here unless your machine is a multi tasking machine (for example if can cut truss components
and also mark or trench wall plates). In that case, both of these machines will be listed and you will
need to select the one that you want to operate at this time.
Once you have selected your machine type, you must carry out two functions before you will be able to
load a job and commence cutting. The software will prompt you on the suggested actions to take in the
text written across the bottom of the screen.
If the “User Login” option is turned on, the operator must log into the machine before they can load a
job. This is done by selecting the LOGON menu item from the main item. Select the name that you
wish to log in as. Once that is done, you can then proceed to the Diagnostics screen.
If the “User Login” option isn’t turned on, then the suggested action in this case (ie immediately after
starting the software) is Home Servo.

Hardware Homing

Homing the system is done by touching the HOME SERVO option under the maintenance menu. You
will be prompted to manually move the length to it’s minimum length. Once you have got the length
stop into it’s minimum position, touch the OK button of the screen.
You will then be prompted to move the angle to 90°. Touch the OK button on the screen once you’ve
done this.
Every time the power to the servo system hardware is removed the positioning information is lost.
Homing will always be required after such a hardware reset.
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Homing is performed from the main menu and requires the operator to position an axis at its defined
home position and to accept that position for the axis. Incorrect homing will cause incorrect positioning
and may cause damage to the machine or injury to the operator.
!!! AS A RULE !!!
Homing should be performed irrespectively whenever
the MangoTech Automation software is run.
Some machine types may automatically move the axis to it’s home position. This feature is set in the
servo system type and is set by the installation engineer. An example of an axis that will automatically
home is a length drive that uses a gearbox or the auto mitre pins.
This completes the startup procedure for the machine.
You are now ready to load a job and begin cutting
This function also has the added feature of being able to drive the axis to their home positions. This is
done by selecting CANCEL instead of OK when you enter the homing sequence. This is a useful
function for getting the axis to their home positions in preparation for shutting the machine down for
the night. Putting the machine in this position at the end of the day makes the startup procedure easier
in the morning.
Once the Homing of completed, you will need to Diagnose the system. The file load function is
disabled until you complete the diagnostics.
Diagnostics
The diagnostics must be carried out every time the software is started. This is a requirement before it’s
possible to load a job. The diagnostics screen does a few simple tests on the motors, encoders and
switches to ensure that they all exist and are working correctly. The screen is shown below

diagram 38
There are 2 methods to diagnose. One is automatic and one is manual.
The normal method of diagnosing the machine is the use the auto method. When you enter the
Diagnostics screen, you will be prompted to ask if you want to automaticly diagnose the machine. If
you answer YES, each motor will be moved a very small distance. The computer will check that the
encoders moved at the times expected. Once the motor checks are done, the operator will be prompted
to pull the saw out a number of times. This will check the operation of the stroke switch.
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At the end of the process a message will be displayed to indicate whether the machine passed or failed.
If it failed you need to read the report (click on the report button at the bottom of the screen) and
resolve the issues that have occurred. The most common problem is that the emergency stop button
wasn’t released before the process was started.
You can manually diagnose any of the axis. This is other method of using this screen.
Using the menu on the left of the screen you can select either AXIS or SENSORS. The example above
shows the AXIS selected which then displays all the available axis across the top of the screen.
Selecting either axis will allow you to individually test that axis. The individual test screen is shown
below. You can select any of these options to make the axis move in the way you want.

diagram 39

NOTE : You can only change the axis settings (the settings across the bottom of the screen) if you
have administrator access rights, ie you need the administrator password to change these
settings.
The Cycle button will make the axis drive from maximum to minimum continually until you ask it to
stop
The Step Up and Step Down buttons typically move the axis approximately 10mm.
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Load a Job
Once the diagnostics have been successfully completed the Data File Loading button will be enabled.
This allows it to be used.

Diagram 4
Select the option, “Data File Loading”
That will show you the available file locations and the jobs that are currently available and ready to be
cut
The file location shown in the example is for demonstration purposes only. It is possible to show any
file location that your system administrator requires.

Diagram 5
Using the scroll bars and the mouse, select the job file that you want to cut.
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Cutting
Selecting a job will begin the loading process. Once the file has been loaded by the computer, the
cutting screen will be displayed and the cutting data will be listed

Diagram 6

The cutting screen and methods described are for the basic machine that consists of length and angle
movement.
There are many functions and options that can be accessed from the cutting screen. These are shown
and described below

Diagram 7
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1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.

Move up one line in the list
Move down one line in the list
This changes the amount that the computer will count down every time it completes all the cuts
on one member. This is effectively the stack height of the timber that you’re cutting. Each time
you push this button the count down number will increase by one up to a maximum of 4, then it
will reset to 1 again.
Manual data entry screen
Status of the cutting block. Red is block fitted, Green is block not fitted
Stock control system
Settings screen. This is only the settings that the operator can change during normal operation.
All other settings are protected behind password access control and are therefore only to be
changed by the system administrator
Push this to start the cutting cycle.
Exit the cutting screen and return to the file load screen
Machine status bar. This gives a running commentary on what’s happening with the machine. If
it’s green, the axis are in position and ready to cut or mark (the status bar will indicate if you’re
meant to be cutting, marking or trenching)
Wall layout picture. This screen allows you to zoom in and manipulate the image to give you a
better view of details that may interest you.
Mark this member as complete. This is a manual override. The computer will keep track of how
many times you pull the saw and will keep count of the number of members cut based on this
and the count down number (item 4). Once all the required members have been cut, the line will
be marked as complete.
This restores the sort order back to default (as sent to the machine from the office)
Panels tab. This lists the walls. The machine will cycle through all the sticks that you have
selected (refer to item 21 for details on this) to be trenched or marked that are available in this
wall.
Job number display. This line shows the job number, the size and description of the stick being
cut and the quantity required.
Members tab. This lists the members that were mentioned in the last tab (panels tab). All the
sticks that you have selected to be either cut or marked for this wall will be displayed in this tab
Cut data tab. This shows the angle and length details for the currently highlighted member from
the members tab or the panel tab.
Machine data tab. This shows all the current machine status’. This includes the current position,
the required position, the major settings and more
Icon used to select the next available mark or trench on the left of the current selected on
Bottom view of the currently selected member showing all the trenches or marks. If there are no
trenches or marks shown in the drawing then either there aren’t any to be done or you have
selected not to complete them (see item 21 for details on this)
Requires administrator access rights. The screen that allows you to select what you’re going to
do to what members in the wall. When you enter this screen you will see a list of all the members
in this job and you can select to cut them or mark them (or both, as would normally be the case).
You can also select what members will be marked onto the current member. That is, you can
select to only mark a bottom plate (if you are going to cut it on another machine), then only mark
standard studs on that bottom plate and ignore all other marks. These options need to be set for
every member in the wall.
The screen is broken up into two sections as shown below
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The cutting tab allows you to select the members that you want to cut on this machine (ie you
don’t HAVE to cut the things you want to mark) All the items that you select in the cutting tab
will appear in the Members tab on the cutting screen. If you don’t select a member in the cutting
tab (above) it won’
The Attachments tab is shown below

This screen allows you select the members you want to mark (on the left) and the items that
you’d like to have MARKED on the member you’d like to mark. Make sure you ACCEPT
every time you complete the selections for a particular parent member (the left hand column).
This section doesn’t work with the MME date file format as all these decisions are made in the
deisgn office and specified in the data file. The Mango software cannot change these settings.
22. This section lists all the members that are shown in the Members tab on the cutting screen. See
below for an example.
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You can choose to display any of the listed items. The way that these are sorted is determined by
the setting “Clustering” available under the Process heading in the settings screen (available from
the cutting screen or the main menu) See Clustering description under the settings section below
This section doesn’t work with the MME file format.
23. Currently loaded job
24. These numbers give you an indication of what the machine is currently doing. This example
shows that the stop is on the left, the lumber is 90mm, we are making the docking cut (the first
cut) and the current angle is 90 degrees.
25. The picture of the currently selected wall
26. The units used and the angle display format
27. Version number
28. Next wall as listed in the Panels tab
29. Next member as listed in the Members tab
30. Next trench as shown on the drawing (item 20)
31. Column headers. You can click (or touch the screen) on these and the cutting information will be
re-sorted based on the column name. If you click on the “members” column, the job will be
sorted by member. If you click on the length column the job will be sorted by length. Clicking
on the same header again will change the sort direction (either shortest to longest or longest to
shortest). Touching item 13 will reset the sort order to the order that was sent from the office.
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The Cut Data Tab is shown for the web in the sample screen shown above. You can see all the angle
and length detail for that particular web

Diagram 8

The Machine Data tab is shown below

Diagram 9
This tab shows all the current major settings and functions that are active for the machine. This is
useful for problem solving and tech support.
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Cutting Methods
This manual refers to the software that controls the Mangotech Automation system but it still important
to operate the saw that this system is attached to in a safe manner
There are some general rules that apply to all saws. These are…..
DO :
 Only ever cut a maximum of 2 pieces of timber stacked on top of each other at a time.
 Make sure that the barrier guard is set as low as possible. If you set it at its maximum and leave it
there you reduce the effectiveness of this guard.
 Make sure you have your weight behind the saw. This will stop it from biting into the timber and
jumping the timber.
 Keep the blade sharpened. A blunt blade will jam more easily.
 Wear hearing and eye protection while operating the saw.

DO NOT (that is NEVER) do any of the following:
 Never cut any material except for timber that has been specifically prepared for use in a wall frame
or truss for domestic or industrial construction.
 Never cut aluminium, steel, plastic, or small trees or any other material that is not a timber product
designed for use in prefabricated housing
 Never cut cross handed. That is, NEVER hold the timber on the right hand side of the blade with
your left hand (and vise versa). If you do this and the saw jams, you may loose an arm.
 Never cut a stack of timber that is more than 2 sticks high.
 Never pull the blade out, hold it out and then reach in behind the spinning blade.
 Never stand in behind the saw with the blade running.
 Never reach behind the fence (anywhere along the fence) with the blade running.
 Never stack finished pieces of timber on the cutting bench in front the blade. If the blade touches
one of these pieces, it will throw it violently backwards (towards the fence), often into your hand
that is holding the piece of timber that you are trying to cut. This will result in severely crushed
fingers.
 Never get your fingers nearer than 50mm (2”) to the blade.
 Never wear gloves while you are cutting. They can get caught in the blade and pull your hand into
the saw blade.
 Never operate the saw if you are under the influence of alcohol or drugs (either prescription or
non-prescription drugs). This is a common cause of accidents.
 Never bend over while you are standing in front of the saw unless the saw is behind the fence.

The cutting process is started by selecting a member that is required, using the up and down keys
(buttons 2 or 3 from diagram 7 or by touching the line that represents the member you want to cut).
If the member you want to cut is visible on the screen but not highlighted, you can click on that line
with the mouse or touch screen to highlight it. Once the member you require is highlighted, push the
“Cut Member” or F2 button (button 12 from diagram 7).
Note, once the “Cut Member” button has been pressed and the cutting sequence has started, all the
buttons on this screen except for the Count Down and Cut Advance buttons cannot be used until the
cutting process has been stopped. The cutting sequence is stopped by selecting “STOP CUTTING”
The cutting sequence begins with the angle setting to the required position for the first cut.
The cutting sequence varies slightly depending on the number of cuts on the member you have chosen
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2 cut members
Make the first cut with the stock on the infeed side of the blade. The cut that is about to be made is
highlighted on the screen.
Once the first cut is completed, the saw angle and length will set to the positions required for the
second cut. The highlighted cut on the screen will change to the second cut on the member. Once
length and angle are in the position then the indicator bar the bottom of the screen (item 14 in diagram
7) will change to green to state “ready to cut”. Slide the timber up to the length stop, make the second
and repeat the process for as many sticks as the job requires.
3 cut members
Make the first cut with the stock on the infeed side of the blade. Once the first cut is completed, the
saw angle and length will set to the positions required for the second cut. Once the length is in
position, push the timber up the length stop and make the second cut. The angle length will set for the
final cut. Make sure the timber is still pushed up to the length stop. Make the final cut once the length
and angle are in position. Repeat the process until the required number of sticks are cut.
At all times during this process you can see the cut that is going to be made next by checking the
highlighted cut on the drawing of the member on the cutting screen. See item 20 in diagram 7
4,5 or 6 cut members
Make the first cut with the stock pushed up the fence. The highlighted cut will change on the screen.
The second cut will be made with the timber pushed up to the fence. Follow the highlights on the
screen (item 20 in diagram 7) to determine the timber position required for each cut. Once the cuts for
the first end are completed you will need to flip the member end for end so that the first end (the cut
end) is now pushed up to the stop. Follow the highlights on the screen to complete the member.

Functions and Options available from the cutting screen

Diagram 10
The special functions available from the cutting screen are accessed via buttons 5, 7 and 8.
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Stock
Button 7 from diagram 10
This functions has two parts. One is available if you enter the administrators password in when
prompted to and the other is available if you ignore the password request and simply proceed directly
into the stock section.
The administrator section gives you access to the actual timber sizes (as opposed to the nominal sizes
that are provided in most US and Canadian file formats). These must be entered correctly for the
particular site that the machine is installed as these sizes vary a little from one lumber supplier to the
next.
The administrator section also gives you access to a stock listing of the available lengths and grades of
lumber that are held in stock in this particular factory. This list shouldn’t contain any grade data and
the system administrator should ensure that all stock items in this screen don’t contain any data relating
to grade or strength.
The user section gives a picking list for the job that is loaded and a current scrap list. The scrap list is
still being developed and won’t give you any sensible data.
The picking list that is displayed is a summary of all the lumber that has to be picked to complete the
currently loaded job. This data comes from the grade data that was supplied from the data file.

Settings
Button 8 from diagram 10
These are the settings that can be changed by the operator. Most of the settings on the machine are
password protected to ensure that they can’t be changed by the operator or other unauthorized users.
The settings screen is broken into sections. The section headings are on the left side of the screen

diagram 11
The example shown in diagram 11 shows the Program section on the left highlighted and
corresponding section highlighted on the right
Touching the screen on the right on the setting that you want to change to allow you to make the
changes you desire
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You can quickly navigate to the section that you want to change by touching the headings on the left of
the screen.
Each section has the following contents and description
Program
Display Units – This changes the units lengths are displayed in. You can select metric or a variety of
imperial options
Display Angles – Changes the way the angle is displayed on the screen. You can have the angle
display with a number of different zero bases depending on what your site rules are
Display Bevels – Everyone has a different way of wanting their bevels displayed. This option has a
number of different display options listed and should cater for most requirements.
Language – Not yet implemented, but various languages will be supported in the future

Painter
If you click on the “scheme” heading shown in diagram 11 the screen shown in diagram 12 will appear.
You can use this dialogue to change the colours on your screen to anything you chose. Alternatively
you can select one of the preloaded colour schemes that are available. This can be done by clicking on
the “select scheme (F2)” button.
Any changes that you make in this screen must be applied before the setting change will take affect.

diagram 12

Label Printer
Clicking on the printer option will bring up the printer settings dialogue screen. This is shown below
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diagram 13
The settings that you chose will depend on the printer that you have got connected to the saw. The
printer can be any type of standard printer, but it’s common for a label printer to be used.
This option is designed for printing out a label that can be applied to the cut members to keep track of
the truss and member names, the quantity and the grade

Configuration
This section adjusts the basic length settings for the machine.

diagram 14
Block Length – This is the length of the timber block that is used to bridge that gap on the machine
from the minimum length stop position and the blade. Any members that are shorter than the minimum
length stop length will require the block to be fitted to the stop
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Shortest Without Pusher – This is related to the block length. You can select the length that you
would like the computer to insert the block. This doesn’t have to be the minimum length. It would
normally be a little longer than that
Confirm Move Below Angle – This is a safety feature. The saw will ask for a confirmation from the
operator for an angle is required below this setting. If this feature isn’t required, set that angle to less
than the minimum angle possible on the saw
Add Length for First End – 4 and 5 cut members require a small amount to be added to the first end
that is cut so that stock ends without a 90 degree cut can be used. This small amount is adjustable but
2” (50mm) is usually enough
Coerce Impasse to Cut – If the computer sees that a particular cut is impossible you can either choose
to skip it (select False for this option) or force to the nearest possible length and angle that can be
achieved (select True for this option)
Marker timeout – The amount of time that the machine will sit still to allow you to mark the stud
location on the plate. The length stop will move to the next mark location after th is amount of time
has elapsed
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Files
There are many data files that can be read by the machine but it’s normal that not all of them need to be
visible or available to the operator at all times.
This option allows you to hide all files except the ones you want from view in the file load screen. It
works by checking the file extension (the last 3 letters in the name, after the dot) against the file
extensions that are set to TRUE in this section

diagram 15
You can change the status of any file type by touching or double clicking on the file name you awnt to
change and select either TRUE or FALSE.
Process
These options relate to cutting methods, cutting options and display options

diagram 16
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Enable Process Prompts – Every movement of the lumber that the operator has to make in order to
complete the member correctly can be preceded by a prompt. This prompt will explain exactly what is
required. This is really only useful for new operators
Prompt for Next Member – The operator will be asked if it’s OK to setup for the next member once
the last ones are complete.
Delay for next setup – The time delay before the machine setup the next selected member. This is
useful if the Prompt for Next member option is false.
Auto Step Member – If this is set to TRUE, the next member in the job will be selected once the last
one is completed
Show Profile – This shows the end view of the member that you’re cutting
Show Backdrop – The backdrop is the timber coloured background behind the drawing of the
member.
Enable Label Printing – Only works if a printer is fitted. Labels that print a sticker are the commons
type
Auto Label Printing
Label Last Member Only – If TRUE, then one label will be printed per line in the cutting file. If
FALSE a label will be printed for every member cut
Centre Selected Member – If TRUE, the cutting list is kept centred so that the selected member is
always in the middle of the list. This allows you to see above and below the current member to see
what’s coming up next
Cluster Members – This changes the way the members in the Members tab are displayed. The 4
options are None, Ditto, Panel and Job.
If NONE is selected, there will be no sorting
If Ditto is selected, members will be batched together, but different members will be given a line each
and a ditto mark will indicate that this member is the same as the one above. This takes a lot of space
If Panel is selected, all the similar members in each panel will be batched together. For example, all
the similar studs from each wall will batched into one line
If Job is selected, all similar members from the entire job will be grouped together into one line.
Ignore docking cut– If you choose to cut the member, you don’t have to make the cuts on both ends.
You can choose to cut one end only. Set this to TRUE if you want to make one cut only on a member

Manual data
Button 5 from diagram 10
There are 4 different methods of manually entering cutting information into the Mango software. Only
one of these is available from within the cutting screen.
This manual data method only allows a single angle and a single length to be set. The machine will
then stay in that position until the auto data is reloaded.
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This option displays the following dialogue

diagram 17
Any of the figures can be changed by clicking on them. The keyboard control will appear and you can
enter in the numbers that you require. The only ones that really matter to the operator are the length
and angle.
Once the length and angle that is desired has been entered, push the ACCEPT button and the machine
will set up to your required position. This position will be held until you exit the cutting screen.

Data File, raw data view
The raw data, in the form that it was sent from the design computers can be viewed on the saw
computer. Clicking on the status bar (item 11 from diagram 10) will bring up the data file that you
have currently loaded.
This feature is useful for debugging and checking to see that the data is present

Functions and Options available from the File load screen
The loading of files has been covering earlier in this manual and won’t be repeated here.
There are two other functions that are available to the operator from this screen. These are, manual
data and settings

Manual Data
Accessing Manual data from the file load screen gives you access to all 4 different data entry options.
Clicking on the Manual data button at the bottom of the screen will bring up the following dialogue.
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diagram 18
The details on these 4 options are as follows

Complex Member
This method gives you full control over the saw and allows you to make a member as simple or
complex as you desire. This manual method is designed to allow complete truss components to be
manually entered into the computer.
This input screen allows the operator to design complex member made up of any combination of 1 to 3
cuts on either end of the timber. Any or all of the cuts that have been entered can be mitred (beveled).

diagram 19
This shows the screen the first time you select it. The options that need to be answered are
What Length – You need to decide where you are going to measure the length to. You can chose top
or bottom edge, overall or centreline
Length – The length you require
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What Timber – the size of the timber
Quantity – How many do you want?
Once you’ve made these selections, you can progress to the next step and specify the shape the of the
member that you want to cut. This is done by clicking on the left and right end buttons shown in
diagram 19.
The left and right end buttons show an identical set of selections and the left end example is shown
below

diagram 20
When you select a shape from the menu that you have pulled up, that shape is drawn on the timber
background in the middle of the screen.
For example, selecting the shape that the arrow in diagram 20 is pointing to will change the member
drawing to the one shown in diagram 21 (below)

diagram 21
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The boxes that allow you to enter the centerline (offsets) and angles required appear. Different boxes
will appear depending on the shape of the timber end that you selected. If you wanted a cut other than
the 90 degree cut shown on the right hand end, you would repeat the process you just completed on the
left end (ie select the “right end” button and select the shape you want to cut.
The large arrow at the bottom of the screen is used to enter in any bevel or mitre information that you
may require.
Clicking on that arrow will cycle through each of the cuts on the member (there are a total of 3 cuts on
this example) and allow you to enter in the bevel information for each cut as required. The example
below if the bevel entry dialogue for the top left hand cut.

diagram 22
You can select the bevel (mitre) you require and the angle and offset you require.
Once you have entered in all the data that you require, select the “Accept” button at the bottom of the
screen. This will load the member you programmed into the cutting screen and prepare you for cutting.
Note, any jobs that you had loaded before you started this process will be unloaded before you can cut
the manually entered piece. Once you have cutting the manually entered piece you will have to reload
the job that you were cutting previously.
Machine Angle/Length
This manual method will hold the current length and angle positions for as long as you choose to stay
in the cutting screen. That is, the position that the length and angle are in before you enter this option
are the positions that they will stay in once you choose this option. Once you exit the cutting screen
and either select another manual data entry method or select a job to load the currently help positions
will be lost
User Angle/Length
This is the manual method that is available from the cutting screen. This allows you to enter a length
and angle only. The length and angle will hold at these settings until you exit from the cutting screen.
Short Member
This allows you cut many short members from one long stock length
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The first step is to select the stock length that you want to use. The software will then prompt you to
select the length of member you want to cut and angle you want it cut at
The length stop will move to the stock length. Load the stock on, make your first cut and the length
will adjust so that the next offcut you make will be the length you requested. This process is repeated
until there isn’t enough stock to complete another cut.
Settings
These are the same settings that are available from the cutting screen. Refer to the cutting screen
section (page 10) for more detail.

Settings, Calibration and other Special functions
That completes the normal operations and functions of the software. The functions and features that
are listed below are all administrator only or other special functions that the operator will never need to
access during their normal working day.

Access Control and Passwords
There are 2 levels of passwords on this machine. The actual passwords won’t be listed in this manual.
Your site passwords are your responsibility to store and maintain.
Your site administrator password can be changed at any time. That is the password that would
normally be used by your local support person. This password wouldn’t be given to the operator. This
is set to a default during installation, but can be changed at any time by the site administrator
Although the master password can be changed, it would normally be left at default so that if you forget
your user password we can tell you what the master password is.
If you change your administrator password then forget what it is, there is a password that can be
entered that will give you access and also reset the password back to the default that was used during
installation.
There’s an overall and final password. This is the Mango password that can break into any section.
Only Mango staff will have this password.

Administration Menu Option
Program Settings
This section is protected by the administrator password. All settings in this screen must only be
changed by the system administrator or a MangoTech representative
Some of the settings that are available in this section are also available in the settings screen that can be
accessed by the operator. That is, the settings screen available from the file load and cutting screens.
The method that is used to make changes to any of the settings is simply to click on the option you
want to change and follow the dialogue. The menu on the left of the screen is a “quick reference”
guide. Clicking on any of the headings on the left of the screen will send you directly to the relevant
section on the right hand side of the settings screen
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Passwords

diagram 23
This section allows you to change the Administrator password.

Ads and Banners

diagram 24
The background on the main screen and the text at the top right of the screen can be modified. The
background can be changed to any image you desire. One suggestion of what to have as the
background is a company logo. The banner (text) at the top right of the screen is designed to describe
who sold the machine who the customer is. For example, “Sold by Mango Tech to XYZ Truss
Company”. This is normally entered by the installation Engineer and doesn’t need to changed again.
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Servo System

diagram 25
The servo system setting describes what the machine is to the computer. This selection should only be
made by a MangoTech authorized representative. This option tells the computer what the machine is
meant to be doing, what hardware is fitted and what switches and air cylinders are fitted (it any at all).
This is the same option as you find when you select Select Machine under the Operation Tab from the
main menu. Any servo system that you have correctly configured and licensed will be available from
these menu locations and you can change them at any time. This is useful if you have a multi function
machine. For example, a truss component cutting and plate marking machine.

Touch Screen

diagram 26
These two options describe the main options for the touch screen. They shouldn’t be changed as any
changes will affect the operation of the touch screen.
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Program

diagram 27
Display Units
Allows you to select between metric, imperial (feet, inches, sixteenths) or imperial (feet,
inches, thirtyseconds)
Display Angles
Select how the angles are displaying in the cutting screen and inputted in the manual data
screens. You can choose to show only plus or minus 90, 0 from the left through to 180 on the right and
vise versa
Display Bevels (Mitres)
Choose if you want to see the bevel information on the screen. If you choose not to, the
bevels won’t cut
Login Required
If TRUE, the users must log in before they can operate the machine. This information is
stored in the report file so you can track individual performance.
Purge Logs
Delete log files after a given amount the days. The number of days before this happens is
adjustable using the setting below
Log File Days Old
The number of days before the log files are deleted if the setting above is set to TRUE
Mouse Pointer
Hide the mouse pointer if set to TRUE.
Scale Form
Scale the software so that it takes the full screen size no matter what screen size settings are
set in Windows. Normally set to TRUE
Language
When more language support is added, this is the area where you will be able to change the
setting. French and Spanish are going to be two language options.
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Poll Position Interval
Sets how often the software will check where the axes are to update the length and angle
readouts on the screen. The setting is in milliseconds. The faster you set it, the more demand you
place on the computer so the slower it will run. The slower you set it, the more the readouts will appear
to flash and jump. A setting of between 150 and 250 would be a good place to start.

Reporting

diagram 28
Report Scheme
The are a number of different formats of report data that can be generated by the software.
You must select the one that suits the site that the machine is installed. This would normally be the
CJF format
Report Configuration
Not used
Report in Simulation
This specifies whether you want a report of your activities while you are using the machine in
simulation mode. This isn’t that useful and would normally be set to FALSE
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Manual Directories

diagram 29
The directories that are listed in this section are the ones that will appear in the File Load screen. The
more locations you setup here, the slower the file load screen will function. Therefore, only put the
directories that really need to be accessed from the file load screen. Don’t list directories that aren’t
going to be used all the time.
Archive
You can set the software to archive (file away) the job files that you are finished with. You must
specify where you’d like these old files to be stored if you decide that you want them archived.
If the archive option is turned on the operator will be prompted to archive the file when they exit from
the cutting screen.
Painter
Another place that you can change the colour schemes for the software. See earlier descriptions
Label Printer
Another place that you can change the printer settings for the software. See earlier descriptions
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Updates

diagram 30
This section isn’t available to be changed. It shows the record of updates that this software package has
undergone.
Users
The user log in menu on the main menu section of the software will only list the user names that are
loaded into the software. The user names are added, edited or deleted using this option
Logs
All available error and user logs are available from this option. You can view the errors that have
occurred, the memory usage and more. This section is very useful for problem solving when the
machine isn’t working.
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Colour Scheme
If you click on the “scheme” heading shown in diagram 11 the screen shown in diagram 12 will appear.
You can use this dialogue to change the colours on your screen to anything you chose. Alternatively
you can select one of the preloaded colour schemes that are available. This can be done by clicking on
the “select scheme (F2)” button.
Any changes that you make in this screen must be applied before the setting change will take affect.

diagram 31

Label Printing
Various label printers can be set up on the machine. They are all configured in this section. The exact
configuration settings will depend on the printer that you have decided to connect to your computer.
Registration
The software must be registered before it will operate correctly. This screen will give you a software
number that you must give to Mangotech so that they can give you the registration number for this
machine. There is a trial period of 30 days in which you can use the machine normally. If you haven’t
registered the software at that time you will only be able to use it in simulate mode. That is, the servo
motors won’t drive but all the software functions will be operable.

Commissioning Menu Option
Servo System
This section is only to be used by administrators and Mangotech staff.
If it designed to generate new or modified servo drive engines for the software.
There is only one reason that you, as a machine owner or system administrator will ever need to go into
here. That is, if new options are added to the servo drive software engines, they are only added to your
system when you install the new update, then you re generate the servo engine.
You can re generate the servo system by entering this screen. When prompted to load existing settings
and values, answer YES. You will be prompted to do this twice. Answer YES both times.
Don’t change ANYTHING.
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Save the settings and exit. You will need to highlight one of the lines in the data section of the screen
before the SAVE button will highlight. Once the SAVE button is highlighted, save and exit. Answer
YES to all prompts as you save
This will re generate the servo control engine and include any new options that may have been added to
your new update.

Configuration

diagram 32
This is the section where you can set up the electrical, mechanical and software settings. Everything
you change in here can cause the machine to stop working so proceed with caution!
When you exit from this screen the axis positions are reset and HOMED. This will very likely mean
that the machine is no longer homed correctly as there are no prompts to ask you to set the length and
angle to their home positions. Make sure you home the machine using the HOME option after exiting
the configuration screen and before you make the machine move. If you don’t home the machine after
being in this screen, the axis will be in the wrong positions when you try to cut your next member.
Configuration
Machine Name
The name of this machine. This can be anything you want, but it’s best to make it sensible
Length Stop At End
Specifies which side of the saw the length stop is fitted
Block Length
Specifies the length of the block that’s used when cutting members that are shorter than the
distance from the end of the length stop travel to the saw blade
Saw Blade to Length Stop
This is the from the end of travel of the length stop the edge of the saw blade. This is used by
the software to determine the position that the length stop has to move in order to cut the length that is
required by the data files
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Saw Blade Thickness
This is used when cutting on the back side of the blade. This happens with the shorts cutter
Saw Blade Diameter
Used to keep track of saw position
Centrepoint to Fence
This is the physical distance from the centre of rotation of the angle movement to the fence.
The distance is perpendicular to the long length of the machine. There is a wizard in the software that
will step you through how to test and measure this distance. That wizard is in the calibrate option
under the settings menu item on the main screen. For people that are familiar with the old V6 software,
this is the offset distance
Note the following sign convention for this setting and the “Centrepoint to Length” (the next setting
below)

CPF – positive
CPL – negative

CPF – positive
CPL – positive
Fence

CPF – negative
CPL – negative

CPF – negative
CPL – positive

This diagram shows a plan view of the fence and the blade path. The operator would stand at the
bottom of the image.

Centrepoint to Length
This is the distance, measured parallel to the fence, from the centre of rotation of the angle
movement to the side of the saw blade. If the saw was setup perfectly this would be zero, but no saws
are like that. There is a wizard in the calibrate screen that will step you through how to measure and
test this setting
Shortest Without Pusher
This setting allows you adjust the minimum length above which with the computer will insert
the block for cutting short members. This allows you to ensure that the stop will never get to the
minimum length. There will always be a small amount of space between the minimum length and the
stop
Confirm Move Below Angle
The machine will prompt the user before the angle will move to an angle that is lower than
this setting. This setting is usually set to the minimum angle so that this feature is never hit. If the
customer would like this option, then set the angle to a setting to something in the range of 20 degrees.
Add Length for First Cut End
4 and 5 cut members require a small amount of extra length on the first end so that the stock
member doesn’t have to be cut to 90 degrees before you start. If this small amount of extra is added,
then it leaves that amount on the second end to cut off.
Coerce Impasse to Cut
Some cuts are impossible for the machine to cut. These cuts can be either cut or ignored. If
they are to be cut, then force the saw to a position that it can achieve. If this option is set to FALSE,
then impossible cuts will be ignored
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Marker to length stop
Length from the minimum length stop position to the edge of the trenching blade or marking
bar
Marker width
The width of the trenching blade or marker bar
Marker time out
How long the length stop will stay still to allow the operator to make the required marks in the
member being marked
Add width for mark
How much wider you’d like the mark or trench to be
Shorten wall
How much shorter would you like the wall to me. This setting also changes the position of the
trenches or marks. It will move them in proportion to the length that you shortened the wall so that the
trenches or marks will still all land on the member you are marking (ie they won’t land in fresh air off
the end of the stick)

Diagnostics
This section doesn’t contain settings that can changed by the administrator or operator
Files
This section specifies what file types will display in the file load screen. The idea is that you will only
allow the files you want to use to be visibly. This will reduce clutter in the file load screen.

diagram 33

Process
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Enable Process Prompts
This is one of the settings that is available to the operator from the file load and cutting screens. This
setting turns on or off the prompts to tell the operator what to do next. These prompts would include
commands such as flip the lumber, spin the lumber end for end and more
Prompt for Next Member
When set to TRUE, the operator will be asked if he wants to member to set up once the previous
member has completed.

Auto Step Member
If this is set to TRUE, the next member in the job will be selected once the last one is completed
Show Back Drop
The backdrop is the timber coloured background behind the drawing of the member.
Enable Label Printing
Only works if a printer is fitted. Printers that print onto a sticker are the commons type
Label Last Member Only
If TRUE, then one label will be printed per line in the cutting file. If FALSE a label will be printed for
every member cut
Centre Selected member
If TRUE, the cutting list is kept centred so that the selected member is always in the middle of the list.
This allows you to see above and below the current member to see what’s coming up next
Cluster Members – This changes the way the members in the Members tab are displayed.
The 4 options are None, Ditto, Panel and Job.
If NONE is selected, there will be no sorting
If Ditto is selected, members will be batched together, but different members will be given a line each
and a ditto mark will indicate that this member is the same as the one above. This takes a lot of space
If Panel is selected, all the similar members in each panel will be batched together. For example, all
the similar studs from each wall will batched into one line
If Job is selected, all similar members from the entire job will be grouped together into one line.
Ignore docking cut– If you choose to cut the member, you don’t have to make the cuts on
both ends. You can choose to cut one end only. Set this to TRUE if you want to make one cut only on
a member
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Reverse panels– Allows you to swap the direction of marking or trenching
Filter process– Same as item 21 on cutting screen
Cut square bevels– Bevels in a wall file are the angles in a raking wall. You can ignore them
if you choose.

Updates
This section is for internal use only and can’t be changed
Axis
This section is repeated for as many axes’ as there are on the machine. This will be either 2 or 3 on a
truss cutting saw.

diagram 34

Velocity
This is the maximum velocity that the control system will try to achieve
Acceleration
The acceleration that the controller card will drive the motor during it’s movements
Sample Time
How often the control system checks to see where the motor is. The faster you set this, the more
accurate the positioning, but the slower the computer will run
KP
The P or “Proportional” part of a PID control system. This is basically how much power the system
has got
KD
The D or “Derivative” part of a PID control system. This number has a damping effect on the
movement. You need to increase this number as you increase the Proportional figure
KI
The I or Integral part of a PID control system. This is a time delayed setting. As time goes by and the
target isn’t reached, this setting will keep increasing power until the target is reached. This has the
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potential of having an infinite power input (and blowing up the card) so the IL is used a limiting factor
on the integral setting
IL
The limit that the integral can reach

Pos Err Int (Position Error Interrupt)
The size of the error in position (in encoder counts) that are allowed to occur before the system is
turned off. This stops very large power settings being sent to motor and possibly damaging the card.

Direction
Swap the direction of the motor movement
Servo Crystal
Relates to the speed that the servo control system is checking and updating status. This is best left at
default
Cal Velocity
Velocity of the movement during the auto cal process. Not all axis have an auto cal process so this
feature may not be relevant
Cal Acceleration
Acceleration of the movement during the auto cal process. Not all axis have an auto cal process so this
feature may not be relevant
Cal Pos Err Int
Position error of the movement during the auto cal process. Not all axis have an auto cal process so
this feature may not be relevant
Cal Figure
The figure that the computer uses to convert encoder counts to physical units. If this axis is a length
movement, then the conversion is from encoder counts to millimetres. If this axis is an angle drive,
then the conversion is from encoder counts to degrees.
The figure is the same as a gear ratio on a gear box. If you make the number bigger, the axis will go
further. If you make the number smaller, the axis will go less distance.
This figure is set automatically in a wizard that accessed via the Calibrate menu option. The units of
this figure is counts/mm or counts/degree (depending on whether the axis is a length or angle
movement)
Cal Limit
The maximum distance that the axis will move during the calibration process. This is the figure that
the axis will be allowed to move during the auto calibration process. This will normally be just a little
bit longer than is physically possible. If you are calibrating the machine and having trouble getting the
axis to travel it’s full length this indicates the the cal figure is very wrong. You can work around this
problem during the calibration process by putting a very large figure in the cal limit box so that you can
force the computer to move the full available distance of the axis and therefore calculate the correct cal
figure.
Minimum
The minimum position of the axis. This is measured relative to the axis, not the blade. If this is a
length axis, then don’t measure from the blade to the minimum position, measure from the minimum
physical location to the position that you want to set as the minimum in software. This is normally the
same point, so this setting would be zero.
Home
The position that the axis will use as it’s home position. This isn’t necessarily the same as the
minimum, but it can’t be less than the minimum or greater than maximum
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Maximum
The maximum position that the axis can achieve

IO Device
There is only one option that can be changed by the system administrator in this section. You can
change the state of the switch. You can change it from a normally open switch to a normally closed
switch a vise versa. This is only used during commissioning or if a switch has been changed by the
maintenance staff on site.
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Calibration
This section is used by the installation engineer or the system administrator. It’s not to be accessed by
the operator. There are no settings in this area that need to be adjusted for normal day to day operation.
This section contains the wizards that allow the cal figures (gear ratios) to be set on all the axis that are
on the machine.
You can also set and adjust the centrepoint and offset settings in the area using the wizards.
You must have administrator privileges before you can enter the Calibration screen. That is, you need
to use the administrator password to access the calibration settings.
NOTE : for users that have upgraded from V5 or V6 software the word “calibration” has a
different meaning in this software. Calibration in V5 and V6 software was the process that you
did every morning to set the machine up ready for the days cutting. In this software calibration
is a once off commissioning process that tells the computer what all the major settings are on the
axis. You don’t need to access this screen again. The daily process in this software that is the
equivalent of the “calibration” in the V5 and V6 software is HOMING.
The screen you will see when you first enter the calibration section is shown below.

diagram 35

You can select the axis you want to calibrate use the menu at the top of the screen. The current status
of these axis’ are shown on this menu.
All the motor settings can be changed in this screen. These are the same settings as can be accessed in
the configuration screen under the axis heading (axis 1 in this case)
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To access the settings wizard for this access, click on the calibrate button at the bottom of the screen.
This will bring up the axis wizard.

diagram 36

Follow the prompts and the calibration figures will be set by the software.
There’s a few points to note during this process. The wizard for the axis movements will try to
establish the minimum position of the axis, then drive the axis to its maximum position. The distance
that the motor will drive is limited by the cal limit figure in the settings. When the motor is driving to
its maximum position but stops short, then either the cal figure is far too small or the cal limit figure is
too small. If you’re starting from an unknown position (ie you don’t have any idea what the cal figure
should be) then make the cal limit figure much larger (say 20000). Then you can ensure that the motor
will drive far enough to get to the maximum travel. Once it has arrived at the maximum position the
cal figure will be correctly calculated. At that time change the cal limit figure back to the maximum
stroke.
The angle calibration wizard will step you through the movements required. All the movements are
manual. If you follow the prompts you will end up with the correct settings.
There is an additional setup process required for the auto mitre pins. These details are in an appendix
to this document
Once both of the axes are setup you need to set the centrepoint and offset.
The centre point and offset wizard shows the following screen
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diagram 37

Click on the Calibrate button at the bottom of the screen to start the wizard. The angle will move to
various positions and there will be instructions to make various cuts in a sample piece of timber. Once
the wizard is complete, enter in the measurements that are shown on the screen.
This completes the setup of the machine.
Stock
This function has two parts. One is available if you enter the administrator’s password in when
prompted to and the other is available if you ignore the password request and simply proceed directly
into the stock section.
The administrator section gives you access to the actual timber sizes (as opposed to the nominal sizes
that are provided in most US and Canadian file formats). These must be entered correctly for the
particular site that the machine is installed as these sizes vary a little from one lumber supplier to the
next.
The administrator section also gives you access to a stock listing of the available lengths and grades of
lumber that are held in stock in this particular factory. This list shouldn’t contain any grade data and
the system administrator should ensure that all stock items in this screen don’t contain any data relating
to grade or strength.
The user section gives a picking list for the job that is loaded and a current scrap list. The scrap list is
still being developed and won’t give you any sensible data.
The picking list that is displayed is a summary of all the lumber that has to be picked to complete the
currently loaded job. This data comes from the grade data that was supplied from the data file.
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LogOn Menu Option
If the Log In Required setting in Program Settings screen is set to TRUE then users will be required to
log into the system before they can load a file.
There are three parts to this system. Two are for the system administrator and one is for the user.
The system administrator will be required to enter in the various users that may use the machine. This
is done in the USERS menu option under the ADMINISTRATION main menu option. All user names
that need to be available to the operators when they sign on must be entered in using this option.
The system administrator must also set the status of the LogInRequired option in the Program settings
screen.
Once these are set correctly, then the operator will select the LogOn option from the main menu, then
select their name. Once that is done, they are able to load a file. File loading is barred until a user is
logged on.

System Requirements
The MangoTech Automation Application can be installed for the Windows 98 (release 2+), Windows
NT/2000 or the Windows XP operating systems.
The minimum computer specification for reasonable performance of the application is as follows:








Pentium class at 266 Mhz or higher
256 MB free hard drive space
128 MB RAM
1.44 MB floppy drive
Super VGA 800 * 600 resolution and 256 color mode
Windows 98 (release 2+), NT, 2000, XP operating system
And a numeric key pad

The recommended computer specification for good performance of the application is:









Pentium class at 800 Mhz or higher
256 MB free hard drive space
128 MB RAM
1.44 MB floppy drive
Super VGA 800 * 600 resolution and 256 color mode
Windows XP operating system
Network 10/100 or USB or CDROM or combination thereof
And a numeric key pad

The following are optional:




Full Keyboard
Mouse
Touch Screen
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Special Features
Email
If installed and networking is supported by the machine that hosts the software the user will be able to
send a document (log file, customer data file, error report etc) to the MangoTech support site via email
(support@mangotech.com.au) through Microsoft Outlook. The user will be advised that an email is
going to be sent and must accept the request before the email is posted.
This functionality does not imply that MangoTech can spy upon the machine hosting the MangoTech
Automation Software.
Customer Data File Sharing
The current version the MangoTech Automation Application is not designed to share customer data
files. The application makes its own copy of a customer data file and loads it for processing. Hence, if a
data file is opened across a network a copy of the data file will exist upon each machine using the
source file. When work with the data file is finished the copied file is updated to set the cut marks and
then copied back to the source. The last user to finish work will therefore save the final state of cutting.

Customer Data Peeking
When in the file loading screen the contents of the selected file can be viewed by double-clicking on
the status message at the bottom of the screen.
When in the cutting screen the content of the customer data for the loaded file can be viewed by
double-clicking upon the status message at the bottom of the screen.

Abbreviations used in this document
UI
IO
API
DLL
USB
VGA
CDROM
RAM
MB
TARMA

User Interface
Input / Output
Application Programming Interface
Dynamic Link Library
Universal Serial Bus
Video Graphics Array
Compact Disk Read Only Memory
Random Access Memory
Mega (million) Byte(s)
Tarma Installation utility
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